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Requirement

Measurable for number of photo-electrons and arrival 
timing on each PMT as precise as possible.

Understanding the water quality in detail.

Possible to estimate the uncertainty of reconstruction, 
such as energy, position, direction etc.

Monitoring a long term stability for PMT gain, Water 
condition, Energy scale, etc.
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Access to inside of  the tank
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Flow of  the calibration
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Pre-Calibration

Initial Calibration

- For gain determination
- Measured 400 PMTs in stand alone

- For gain, timing adjustment.
- Measured QE in each PMT
- Absorption/Scattering in water

Long term monitoring
- Check a long term stability
   for gain, timing, water condition,
   energy scale, etc.

Calibration for estimate systematic errors

before SK start
after / during SK

- Energy/Vertex/Direction in each analysis
- MC tuning



Pre-Calibration
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Prepare 400 PMTs with 
precise gain measurement 
before the SK starts.

Set them in geometrically 
uniform to SK.

Adjust HV for other PMTs 
to these PMTs.

input into our MC. The PMTs’ production terms were categorized as
“SK-II PMT” : PMTs used before SK-II,
“SK-III PMT” : PMTs newly installed at SK-III.

Figure 28: The location of “standard PMTs” inside the SK inner detector.
The red points indicate the locations of a standard PMTs.

3.2.2 pre calibration

(author : T.Iida)
As was mentioned in earlier sections, we established “standard PMTs” whose
gains were adjusted to be within a few percent of one another. These were
used to help tune the HV of the inner detector PMTs. The adjustment
work for these “standard PMT” had been done before SK-III started, in
September, 2005, and has been labeled as “pre-calibration”.

Setup A schematic view of our setup for the standard PMT calibration is
shown in Figure 29. We calibrated 420 standard PMTs using a Xe lamp as
the light source. The Xe lamp (L4634-01) made by Hamamatsu photonics
was an optimum light source for our purpose. Its output intensity instability
was 5% at maximum, and over its lifetime should produce 5!108 flashes.
(See also Section 2.2 for more details on the Xe lamp.) Its time constant
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was 200 nsec, and the light emitting rate was up to 100 Hz. Light from the
Xe lamp passed through a UV filter and then was distributed among three
optical fibers. One went to a “scintillator ball” placed in a dark, light-tight
box. The other two fibers went to avalanche photodiode (APD) modules,
which monitored the light intensity of the Xe lamp. The scintillator ball
included 15 ppm of POPOP and 2000 ppm of MgO to make the light emission
from the ball uniform. (CI kogyo; 04-2948-1811 ; Saitama, Japan). The dark
box in which the PMT and scintillator ball were place was made of µ-metal
to reduce background geomagnetic field to less than 20mG. Inside of the
box two 2-inch PMTs were mounted to monitor the emitted light from the
scintillator ball. These 2-inch PMTs were calibrated using scintillation pulses
produced by an Am source emitting alphas into a NaI crystal. (Oyo-koken:
http://www.oken.co.jp/web oken/Am jp.htm)

Figure 29: Schematic view of our setup for the precise “standard PMT “gain
measurement. A Xe flash lamp, placed inside a box, emitted light that was
guided by optical fibers through a fiber bundle to 2 Avalanche Photodiodes
and a 20-inch PMT located in another box.

Analysis tools (under construction)

Result and discussion Using the setup described above, we first set the
gain to 6 ! 106 for the 420 standard PMTs. The gain of each PMT was
adjusted by setting the HV via the relation

Gain(i) = !i ! HV (i)!i (2)

where ! and " are parameters specific to each PMT. To fix the parameters,
we measured the output charge (mean of 5000 events for each round of data
taking) at four di!erent HV values, and fit the parameters, !i and "i, to the
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Initial calibration in SK
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HV adjustment
- Used ~30 p.e. light for each PMT
- Adjustment of ‘QE x gain’

Number of photo-electrons
Electronics calibration

- Relation between channel vs pC

Gain measurement
- Absolute/Relative PMT gain

Charge with p.e. for data

Q.E. measurement
- Hit ratio in each PMT 
by 1 p.e. level light

Charge with p.e. for MC
- Fine tuning for PMT correction efficiency



HV adjustment

7Figure 35: Examples of the PMT grouping method (left: for barrel PMTS,
right: for top and bottom PMTs). Each barrel PMT groups has three layers;
there are 17 groups. Top (bottom) PMTs are grouped by the distance from
the tank center; there are 8 groups for both the top and bottom of the tank.

PMT needed to be corrected by the distance from the ball to PMT and the
acceptance angle. This was done using

Qcorr =
Qobs ! r2

faccept(!)
(3)

where Qcorr is the corrected charge, Qobs the charge observed by the PMT, r
the distance to the scintillator ball, and ! the acceptance angle of the PMT
to the scintillator ball. The mean of Qcorr, labeled as Qmean, was calculated
for all of the standard PMTs, after which the supplied HV was set for the rest
of the PMTs in the group to make the Qcorr for each PMT match Qmean of
the standard PMTs, which was termed the target charge, Qtarg. The target
charge distribution is shown in Figure 36. A new HV for a PMT was set
using

HVnew = (Qtarg/Qmean)
1

! ! HVcurrent (4)

The HV value was calculated using the parameter " which was provided
to us by Hamamatsu for individual, non-standard PMTs.

Once HVnew was determined, we repeated the above steps with HVnew

applied to the PMTs. Additionally we took data with the horizontal “arm”
setup (see Figure 37) to remove the shadow of the rod and determine the HV
for the top-center PMTs.
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Set light source (Xenon lamp + Scintillator ball) at the exact 
center position by Arm.

Adjust number of photo-electrons in all PMTs to reference PMT

The ‘QE x gain’ for each PMT is adjusted in this calibration.

Figure 33: A picture of the “arm” inside the SK tank. This “arm” enabled
us to place the scintillator ball at center of the tank.

Figure 34: A picture of the scintillator ball. Shadow of attached “wing” was
used to know the rotation angle of ball.
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Gain measurement
Relative gain of each PMT was 
measured by the ratio of low/high 
intensity of laser light. It is applied 
as a correction table of observed 
photo-electrons for each PMT.

Absolute gain (averaged) was 
determined by the 1 p.e. peak by 
‘Nickel calibration’.

It was hard to get absolute gain for 
each PMTs, since the electronics 
pedestal drift in time.
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Figure 45: Setup for the relative gain measurement. The laser and di!user
ball are the same as the ones used in the timing calibration.

Figure 46: Timing distribution after TOF subtraction for large intensity
data. Hit times from all the PMTs and all the events are shown together.
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Figure 44: Comparison of the 1 p.e. distributions between SK-III and SK-
IV. In this figure, we multiplied the SK-IV charge by 0.844 in order that the
peak of the SK-IV distribution matched the peak position of the SK-III peak.
We normalize the total number the distributions by adjusting the number of
events in the SK-IV 1 p.e. peak.

(For the SK-III 1p.e. shape see Koshio-san’s slide of collaboration meeting
on Dec.06. ) For SKIV, the resolution in the region of low charge per p.e. was
worse than other regions because of characteristics of the QTC chip, which
converts the charge output by the PMT to the counts given out by the PMT
readout electronics. For this reason, the global pC2pe for SK-IV was found
by comparing the 1 p.e. peak position of SK-III with that of SK-IV as shown
in Figure 44. Here, a scaling factor of 0.844 was multiplied to the charge
seen in the SK-IV data. This caused the peak of the SK-IV distribution to
match the peak in the SKIII distribution. The global pC2pe value for SK-IV
was then determined to be

2.243/0.844 = 2.658 (5)

where the value 2.243 was the pC2pe of SK-III. From the above calculation,
the global pC2pe value for SK-IV was 2.658 pC per p.e. The di!erence
between the two values has been studied and was understood to be from new
electronics, which is responsible for a factor of 0.910, and from a gain shift in
the PMTs, responsible for a factor of 0.928. Together these factors seemed
to explain the di!erent in pC2pe ( 0.910!0.928=0.844).
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QE measurement

Relative QE factor of each 
PMT was measured by the 
hit ratio from 1 p.e. level 
light (“Ni source”)

This measurement can be 
done only when the water 
quality is uniform all over 
the detector.

It is applied to each PMT 
for MC as a correction table.
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Initial calibration in SK
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Arrival Timing

Time walk correction 
for each PMT

Time 

Threshold 
Low p.e signal 

Hi p.e signal 

Time walk 

Figure 73: Schematic view of timing calibration system
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Figure 74: Example of TQ distribution. Horizontal axis shows charge of each
hit, and Vertical axis shows hit timing without correction.
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MC tuning
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Water quality (scattering/absorption)

Figure 15: The positions of the 8 laser light injectors in the SK tank. “Top
old” refers to the original SK-I light injector which is still used.

The laser light introduce to the SK tank via optical fibers, and ended to
the light injectors (LI). Figure 17 shows the design of the LI. The LI used in
Super Kamiokande-I was named as “Oldtop” LI, the new injector installed
at the top as “Newtop” LI, and other LIs were named as “B1”, “B2”, “B3”,
“B4”, “B5” and “Bottom” LI according to their positions. Figure 18 shows
the diagram of the whole light scattering measurement system used in Super
Kamiokande-II. To input laser beam to di!erent seven fibers connected to
di!erent seven positions in the tank, one laser beam source is moved by step
motor in optical SW depicted in Figure 18. The step motor is controlled by
software through serial communication (RS-232). Figure 20 shows the inside
of the optical SW. In the upgraded system of SK-II, each laser fires every
1 sec during normal data taking. This is more frequent than 6 sec of SK-I
because we should get the enough statistics of each injector.

This system is controlled by a computer, named “sukcal” in the central
HUT as shown in Figure 18. The sukcal machine determine the laser and
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Outputs of the light source are set on 
several positions on the detector wall

Figure 92: Theoretical Rayleigh function, Eqn. 46, is shown in green. The
plot description is the same as Fig. 91. The theoretical function can be
seen to match at shorter wavelengths, and diverging form the data at larger
wavelengths.

parameters. However, since symmetric scattering and asymmetric scattering
do not vary much in the SKIV period as well, perhaps they could be set and
only the absorption parameter allowed to be free as was done in the final
SKIII time variation analysis. Finally, some theoretical checks were begun
for the rayleigh scattering component. This should also be investigated in
more detail.

3.5.4 Reflection on blacksheet

(author : B.Yang)
The Cerenkov photons are reflected and observed on the black sheet. The
black sheet reflectivities are calculated under the law of optics considering
the polarization of Cerenkov photon. The index of refraction of the black
sheet is 2.01, but because only calculation is not enough to explain the real
situation, we tune the black sheet reflectivity in MC using calibration data
taken using a movable light injector with black sheet reflector (See Figure 93).
The results are again included in the simulation (See Figure 94).

Two models of di!use reflection are used: Lambert’s low and Phong’s
model. The reflected angle of Lambert’s reflection is distributed without any
relationship, while Phong’s model are shining around secular reflection angle.
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A precise water model is available.



Energy calibration
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Track range of high energy stopping muon (10~1 Gev/c)

Cherenkov angle of low energy stopping muon 
(500~200MeV/c)

Invariant mass of π0’s produced by atmospheric 
neutrino interactions (~130 MeV/c)

Momentum of decay electron (~50 MeV/c)

LINAC and DT (4~20MeV)
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Energy calibration
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“natural sources” for higher energy region

(1) Track range of high 
energy stopping muon 

(2) Cherenkov angle of low 
energy stopping muon
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Figure 22: Comparison of reconstructed momentum divided by muon range be-
tween real data and MC for the multi-GeV cosmic ray stopping muons. From
top-left to bottom-right, range of the muon is 5-10 m, 10-15 m, 15-20 m, 20-25 m,
25-30 m, and 30-35 m. The red cross is real data in April 2009 and the blue box is
MC (10a library). The MC distribution is normalized to data by entries.
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Lower energy cosmic ray stop-

21 May, 2010 Mine / SK meeting 8

(Kameda-san)

Data
(Apr.2-Oct.30,2009)

MC
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Figure 25: Comparison of reconstructed !0 mass between real data and MC pro-
duced in the atmospheric neutrino interactions for the FCFV and two “e-like” ring
events. The red points are real data from October 2008 to March 2010 and the blue
boxes are MC (10a library). The MC distribution is normalized to data by the live
time.
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Figure 26: Comparison of reconstructed momentum between real data and MC
for decay electrons from cosmic ray stopping muons. The red points are real data
from April 2009 and the blue boxes are MC (10a library). The MC distribution is
normalized to data by entries.
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Energy calibration
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“natural sources” for higher energy region

(3) Invariant mass of π0 (4) Decay electron momentum
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Figure 25: Comparison of reconstructed !0 mass between real data and MC pro-
duced in the atmospheric neutrino interactions for the FCFV and two “e-like” ring
events. The red points are real data from October 2008 to March 2010 and the blue
boxes are MC (10a library). The MC distribution is normalized to data by the live
time.
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Figure 26: Comparison of reconstructed momentum between real data and MC
for decay electrons from cosmic ray stopping muons. The red points are real data
from April 2009 and the blue boxes are MC (10a library). The MC distribution is
normalized to data by entries.
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Energy calibration
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“natural sources” for higher energy region
Data and MC is consistent with ±1%
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LINAC/DT for lower energy region
(1) LINAC calibration Insert pipe until the endcap goes under water

26

pipe insert from calibration hole

hard workers!



Energy calibration

Monochromatic energy 
(4~20MeV)

Very precise energy 
determination (~keV)

“The LINAC festival” 
is held once per year, 
takes ~2weeks.
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LINAC/DT for lower energy region
(1) LINAC calibration differences between data and MC

Uncertainty of absolute energy scale is ~0.5%

within 0.5%



Energy calibration
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LINAC/DT for lower energy region
(2) DT calibration
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LINAC/DT for lower energy region
(2) DT calibration

within 0.1%
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Water transparency measured by penetrating muons
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Figure 6: Time variation of attenuation length. (Slope)!1 of fitted attenuation
curve (Figure 5) on the cosmic ray through going muon data is plotted. Each data
point corresponds to a 15 day running average, taken daily. The T2K beam time
period is indicated with a red arrow.
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Figure 7: Time variation of position of the peak of dark noise hits charge distribu-
tion. Each data point corresponds to a 15 day running average, taken daily. The
T2K beam time period is indicated with a red arrow.
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Figure 5: Typical attenuation curve of Cherenkov light in water measured with
cosmic ray through-going muons. The vertical axis is a corrected charge, taking
into account the PMT acceptance as a function of photon incident angle. Result of
the attenuation curve fit is overlaid.
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PMT gain measured by charge peak of dark noise

Time variation of charge at SK4
Dark noise data vs. Ni data

21 May, 2010 Mine / SK meeting 5

typical charge distribution
of dark noise data

Gaussian fit
at 0.6-1.6pe
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• Ni data agrees with dark noise data within fluctuation
- slope: ~ 2.5%/year

• fluctuation: dark noise data < y-int. of thru- data
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‘Auto calibration’

Figure 15: The positions of the 8 laser light injectors in the SK tank. “Top
old” refers to the original SK-I light injector which is still used.

The laser light introduce to the SK tank via optical fibers, and ended to
the light injectors (LI). Figure 17 shows the design of the LI. The LI used in
Super Kamiokande-I was named as “Oldtop” LI, the new injector installed
at the top as “Newtop” LI, and other LIs were named as “B1”, “B2”, “B3”,
“B4”, “B5” and “Bottom” LI according to their positions. Figure 18 shows
the diagram of the whole light scattering measurement system used in Super
Kamiokande-II. To input laser beam to di!erent seven fibers connected to
di!erent seven positions in the tank, one laser beam source is moved by step
motor in optical SW depicted in Figure 18. The step motor is controlled by
software through serial communication (RS-232). Figure 20 shows the inside
of the optical SW. In the upgraded system of SK-II, each laser fires every
1 sec during normal data taking. This is more frequent than 6 sec of SK-I
because we should get the enough statistics of each injector.

This system is controlled by a computer, named “sukcal” in the central
HUT as shown in Figure 18. The sukcal machine determine the laser and
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take a data automatically every 1 second  during 
normal data taking. ‘water’, ‘gain’ and ‘timing’
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Figure 88: Time variation of the Water Parameters using the SKIV MC.
All parameters were varied and the minimum !2 parameters were plotted
in the vertical lines day by day. The lines show the Inverse Water Trans-
parency [m!1], broken into its components by the color. The components are
blue for absorption, red for asymmetric scattering, and black for symmetric
scattering. The main varying component is absorption.
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segmentation 

Tyvek 

Figure 108: Schematic showing the OD segmentation Tyvek layer to optically
separate the endcap and barrel regions of the OD.

4 Outer Detector Calibration

4.1 Introduction

The Super-Kamiokande I outer detector (OD) is described in Ref. [1]. The
outer detector was completely rebuilt to its original configuration for SK II.
For SK III, dead phototubes were replaced and a vertical layer of Tyvek
to separate optically the barrel and endcap regions was installed (see Fig-
ure 108). The optical segmentation was done in order to better separate back-
ground corner-clipping cosmic ray muons from neutrino interactions with an
exiting lepton.

For SK IV, the electronics were completely replaced [2] to use the same
system as the ID. For SK IV, because the new electronics were more sensitive
to cross-talk between the ID and the OD than the old electronics, the OD
tube gains were reduced for SK IV and the calibrations were redone. Because
OD calibration for SK I-III has not been described in any previous Super-K
publication, we describe it here.

The OD is used primarily to identify incoming cosmic rays and neutrino
interactions with particles leaving the ID (as well as to serve as a passive
bu!er for low energy events). The OD has also been used for rough recon-
struction of very high energy events which saturate the ID [4]. Unlike the ID,
the OD is not used for precision reconstruction. Therefore requirements for
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Essentially same 
calibration as ID, 
precise measurement 
for number of photo-
electrons and arrival 
timing to PMTs.

Done using cosmic ray, 
dark rate data, and 
laser light data.

Outer Detector configuration
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Figure 109: OD fiber positions in unrolled view.

OD calibration are not as stringent as for the ID. OD charge reconstruction
accuracy of about 10-20% and timing to 5-10 ns are generally su!cient for
Super-K physics needs.

OD time and charge calibrations are done using cosmic ray and dark rate
data, and also using a laser (the same laser as used for ID calibration??).

4.2 OD calibration hardware

The laser output goes to 52 optical fibers which go to the OD. The fibers
are of UV/Vis grade fused silica: they have 200 µm diameter core, 10 µm
fused silica cladding and a 10 µm protective layer. The fibers are fed through
a hole near the middle of the top of the tank, run to locations around the
OD and have their ends mounted to the outer walls to illuminate the OD
PMTs. The OD fiber ends are mounted on white Tyvek-wrapped backboards
clamped to tank structural bolts. A total of 14 fibers are installed on the top
of the tank, 12 are installed on the walls at about 980 cm in tank coordinates,
12 are installed on the walls at about -1017 m, and 14 are installed on the
bottom. The fiber coordinates are shown in an unrolled view in Figure 109.
The fibers are 72 m long except for the ones going to the bottom of the tank,
which are 110 m long. Light from the fiber ends is di"used by a mixture of
optical cement and titanium dioxide applied to the ends.
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optical fiber setting in OD
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Cone generator Check charge profile between data and MC

hard workers!
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3.2.4 セットアップ

図 3.11 は量子効率測定のセットアップの模式図とセットした様子を示している。ニッケル線源はス
テンレスワイヤーに取り付けられ、内水槽に吊り下げられる。吊り下げる高さは電動式のワイヤー吊機
により 1mm 単位で調節ができる。吊り下げるのに使用した穴 (キャリブレーションホール) の座標は
(+0.353,-0.707)[m]である。

Ni線源にはガンマ線の出る頻度に上下非対称性が認められている。よって Cf線源を入れる穴を上向き
(normal)にしてぶら下げたデータと、その逆で穴を下向きにしてぶら下げたデータ (upside down)と 2
つのデータを採り、ヒット数の結果には平均値を使うようにした。

量子効率測定のセットアップの模式図　 量子効率測定のセットアップの写真。
このあと滑車部分にふたをしてさらに
ブラックシートをかけて光漏れを防ぐ。

　

図 3.11

　

3.2.5 データセット

Ni線源による較正用データ (以後”Niデータ”と呼ぶ)は SK3の較正が始まってからは 2006年 8月以
降ほぼ 1 ヶ月に 1 回のペースで採られていて、monthly calibration(付録 C 参照のこと) に使われてい
る。QEテーブル作成のためには純水の水質が検出器内で安定しており上下対称性の少ない時期のものが
よい。
純水の水質の状態を知るために内水槽の純水の温度分布を参考にした。図 3.12は複数の時期に測定さ

れた検出器内水槽の純水の温度分布を示している。もし水槽の上部と下部で純水が混ざり合っているなら
温度分布は上下で差が小さく、水質 (透明度など)も水槽内の場所に依存せず一様に近い状態であると考
えられる。図を見ると 2006年 10月 11日のときの温度分布が最も平坦になっている。
また monthly calibrationの結果からもこの時期の水質は対称性がよいことが分かっている。
よって、今回 QE テーブル作成のために、2006 年 10 月 12 日のデータを使用した。Ni 線源の位置は

(x,y,z)=(0.353,-0.707,0.0)[m] である。Cf の放射線強度は 2006 年 10 月 12 日時点で 3.2MBq と推定さ
れている。

Other calibrations
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Nickel calibration

Used for many purposes:
- 1 p.e. distribution
- QE measurement
- water quality (top-bottom asym.)
- trigger efficiency
- reconstructed vertex calibration
- angular dependence of energy scale
- etc..

Ideal one photon level source
- Uniformly generated
- Stable
- easy to handle

Monthly data taking

Cf 

γ "
n 

Ni 

(prompt) 

γ "(Ni captured) 
~9MeV 

hard workers!



Summary
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Many calibration in SK can lead precise physics results, we understand the detector 
from every points of view within 1% level.

The method for water Cherenkov detector is established, therefore, we can do 
similar things for Hyper-K in general, but there’re several things to be considered.

- Appropriate for larger detector? What calibrations are really needed? What’s 
demand from each physics analysis group? Anything new idea?

- The advantage of geometrical symmetry is used at most in SK, but the 
situation in Hyper-K will become different.

- Should be reduce dead time as much as possible not to miss a SuperNova.

- Should be automatic as much as possible, we cannot rely on hard workers...

- Any others?


